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INNOVATIVE GUARDING SOLUTIONS

REALGUARD

60%+
SAVINGS

HIRE REALGUARD LIVE VIDEO GUARDING TOWERS AND CUT YOUR GUARDING COSTS BY 60% OR MORE!

24
HOUR REAL
TIME GUARDING

POWER
OPTION

SOLAR



Pan tilt zoom infrared camera sees  
up to 60 metres in the dark

Fixed infrared cameras  
provide wide area coverage

Licensed security officers 
warn off intruders over 
PA speakers stopping 
crime before it happens

9 metre tower

Wireless Next G

RealGuard towers record multiple cameras 24x7, and a secure wireless connection links to 
remotely located security officers when after-hours intruder movement is detected.

 | Replaces on site security guards and random mobile patrols.

 |  Latest technology infrared cameras provide clear pictures  
day and night.

 |  Long range movement sensors detect intruder movement and 
trigger live video back to RealGuard.

 | �Remotely�located�RealGuard�licensed�security�officers�quickly�
identify intruders and respond accordingly.

 | Reduced risk exposure helps contain insurance costs.

 |  If a potential criminal event is viewed, intruders are warned off over 
PA�speakers�and�police�are�called�(police�will�respond�to�confirmed�
criminal events in progress).

 | �98%+�of�identified�intruders�immediately�vacate�the�site�‘stopping�
crime before it happens’.

 |  Solar, diesel, or 240volt towers can operate anywhere where 3G or 
4G wireless connectivity is available.

 |  RealGuard towers never sleep, and can be rapidly deployed 
wherever and whenever needed.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY REPLACING GUARDS 
MEANS REAL COST SAVINGS!

REAL  
RESPONSE

SITEMASTER 2 twin camera unit 
ideal for protecting specific critical 
infrastructure and equipment.

SITEMASTER 5 diesel/hybrid/battery 
powered for maximum site coverage.

SOLAR POWER plug-in units enable 
RealGuard towers to be deployed at 
remote sites without mains power.

REAL TIME GUARDING. Licensed specially trained security 
officers are on duty in our Remote Video Guarding Centre 
24x7 to quickly identify and warn off intruders – stopping 
crime before it happens. All activations create an audit trail 
and event history that are available to you live…a superior 
guarding solution for many sites at a fraction the cost!

Australian police forces only respond to 
independently confirmed criminal events.

Long range motion sensors trigger live 
video to Remote Video Guarding Centre 

when intruder movement is detected
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